T-Shirt Quotes
The perfect addition to your cross-country
team’ s season (slogan or uniform)…

Run until you die… Then run some more!
We run for the hill of it.
We’re too XC for this sport.
Cross-country: No bench, no time-outs, no halftime,
the only true sport.
It’s rude to count runners as you pass them… out loud.
Train Hard. Win Easy.
Trample the dead. Hurdle the dying.
Our sport is your sport’s punishment.
Cross-country is 90 percent mental, and we’re all
insane.
Short shorts. Long Distance.
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Cross-country runners do it in the woods.
Can you last 20 minutes or less?
Your pace or mine?
No eXCuses.
Zombie Apocalypse Survivor.
Faster than you, and everybody else.
We run ours to kick yours.
Roads? Where we’re going, we don’t need roads.
The faster you run, the sooner you’re done.
Why are all these people following me?
It hurts a lot less when you win.
We’ve got a bad case of the runs.
The road to hell is paved. Instead, we run crosscountry.
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The wishbone will never replace the backbone.
Do you like my shirt? After the race I’ll let you read the
front.
The strength of the pack is the wolf. The strength of
the wolf is the pack.
Over the river and through the woods… and hills, and
more woods, and more hills, and another river.
Because football, baseball, soccer, tennis and golf only
require ONE ball.
If you want to go fast, go alone; if you want to go far,
go together.
Beast Mode.
If the furnace is hot enough, it will burn anything.
However fast you’re running… run faster.
Kick grass!
Finish on empty.
Today I am the lion, you are the gazelle.
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